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ABSTRACT

The finding of a double red clump in the luminosity function of the Milky Way bulge has been interpreted as evidence for an X-shaped structure. Recently, an alternative explanation has been suggested, where the double red clump is an effect of multiple stellar populations in a classical spheroid. In this Letter we provide an observational assessment of this scenario and show that it is not consistent with the behaviour of the red clump across different lines of sight, particularly at high distances from the Galactic plane. Instead, we confirm that the shape of the red clump magnitude distribution closely follows the distance distribution expected for an X-shaped bulge at critical Galactic latitudes. We also emphasize some key observational properties of the bulge red clump that should not be neglected in the search for alternative scenarios.
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1. Introduction

Understanding galaxy formation and evolution is one of the fundamental goals of modern astronomical research. In particular, modern simulations reveal that the overall shape of galaxy bulges and the properties of their stars can hold the fingerprints of the role that different processes, such as dynamical instabilities, hierarchical merging, and dissipative collapse, played in the assembly history of the entire host galaxy.

There are two main ideas in how bulges form: the merger-driven bulge scenario and the secular evolution scenario. Bulges can be formed during the early stages of the galaxy, dominated by violent and rapid processes of hierarchical merging of sub-clumps of dark-matter carrying baryons and gas (e.g. Brook et al. 2011). These processes give rise to a spheroidal structure that is dominated by old stars and is known in the literature as a classical bulge (see Brooks & Christensen 2016, for a recent review). On the other hand, the bulge structure in the secular evolution scenario is naturally born from the dynamical evolution of a stellar disc (e.g. Combes & Sanders 1981; Athanassoula 2005). The stellar bar in the inner regions of a galaxy suffers from so-called buckling instabilities that cause it to thicken in the vertical direction. This produces the so-called boxy-peanut (B/P) bulges, which earned this name because their shape is boxy, like a peanut, or even like an X when seen in edge-on projection (see Laurikainen & Salo 2016, for a recent review).

In response to this, attempts to link the formation of the Galactic bulge to these processes have increased considerably during the past years. In particular, the structure of the bulge has been mapped extensively thanks to the large coverage of recent near-IR surveys of the inner Galaxy. These studies are often based on the construction of the luminosity function of the bulge towards a given line of sight, where the red clump (RC) feature can be identified, its mean magnitude measured, and used as a distance indicator (e.g. Stanek & Garnavich 1998). Following the discovery of a split of the RC along the bulge’s minor axis by Zoccali (2010) and McWilliam et al. (2010), McWilliam & Zoccali (2010), Nataf et al. (2010), and Saito et al. (2011) used this technique to provide a wide mapping of the double RC feature in the bulge luminosity function. These studies concluded that the bright (bRC) and faint (fRC) red clumps are the consequence of two over-densities of stars located at different distances, namely the two southern arms of an X-shaped

---

1 We note that attempting to classify observed bulges as the result of only one of these two scenarios is perhaps a too simplistic view. Recent observations of main-sequence galaxies at z ∼ 2 show that the migration and central coalescence of massive star-forming clumps (Immeli et al. 2004; Bournaud et al. 2009) may develop into a global violent disc instability and also lead to the formation of compact bulges through dissipation (Dekel & Burkert 2014).
structure that both cross the lines of sight. Wegg & Gerhard (2013) modelled the distribution of RC stars, observed in the VISTA Variables in the Via Lactea (VVV) ESO public survey and provided the complete mapping of what is now referred to as the X-shaped bulge of the Milky Way.

Recently, Lee et al. (2015) presented a different interpretation for the split RC in which a classical bulge with an additional population enriched in helium co-exists with a bar. Within this hypothesis, the authors assigned all the bar-like properties to the Milky Way bar component, which has not undergone a buckling instability and is thus restricted to low Galactic latitudes. The double RC is then not caused by the X-shape of the bar, but instead is the consequence of a massive classical bulge with a significant fraction of stars enriched in helium. In this Letter, we challenge the validity of this scenario based on the observational properties of the RC in some specific lines of sight.

2. Observational requirements for interpreting the double red clump

In this section we list four of the basic observed characteristics of the RC magnitude distribution of the Galactic bulge. Any physical interpretation of the double RC must satisfy, as a minimum requirement, the following purely observational properties:

1. At Galactic latitudes $|b|<5^\circ$, a single RC is observed (Babusiaux & Gilmore 2005; Rattenbury et al. 2007; Cao et al. 2013; Gonzalez et al. 2013). An additional much fainter component has also been detected\(^2\). The mean magnitude of the RC varies by 1.0 mag from $l=+10^\circ$ (where $K_0$(RC) = 12.4) to $l=-10^\circ$ (where $K_0$(RC) = 13.4).

2. At Galactic latitudes $|b| > 5^\circ$, several studies have shown that the double RC is seen only close to the minor axis of the bulge ($-4^\circ < l < +4^\circ$). The magnitude separation between the two RCs increases with increasing Galactic latitude from 0.4 mag at $b=-5^\circ$ to 0.7 mag at $b=-10^\circ$ (McWilliam & Zoccali 2010; Saito et al. 2011; Wegg & Gerhard 2013).

3. At a fixed Galactic latitude, the fRC becomes gradually less populated towards lines of sight at increasing longitudes, until only the bRC can be detected. The opposite effect is observed towards negative Galactic longitudes (McWilliam & Zoccali 2010; Saito et al. 2011).

4. Everywhere, the variation of the RC magnitude as well as the magnitude difference between the two RCs, where there are two, is independent of the observational band.

Figure 1 shows the luminosity function of a set of bulge fields located at a constant latitude strip at $b=-8^\circ$ and for two additional fields along the minor axis to illustrate the points listed above. Each field is $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ in size. To construct the luminosity functions we used the VISTA Variables in the Via Lactea $J$, $K_s$.

\(^2\) This additional bump seen in the luminosity function is found at much fainter magnitudes ($K_0 \sim 14.3$) and it does not affect the conclusions of this work or those from Lee et al. (2015). Its origin has been linked to the bulge red giant branch bump (Nataf et al. 2010) or the background stellar disc (Gonzalez et al. 2011), however, this discussion is beyond the scope of this Letter.
PSF photometric catalogues (Alonso-García et al., in prep.) corrected for reddening using the BEAM calculator (Gonzalez et al. 2012).

3. Multiple population spheroid and bar component scenario

Lee et al. (2015) presented a scenario where the double RC is the consequence of a classical spheroid with two stellar populations, one of which is significantly enhanced in helium. Specifically, a first population, called G1, has a skewed metallicity distribution in the range $-0.75 < \text{[Fe/H]} < +0.05$ and a standard helium enrichment parameter, thus populating the faint RC. A second, super-helium-rich generation of stars (G2), with $-0.55 < \text{[Fe/H]} < +0.25$ and $\text{Y} = 0.39$ populates the bright RC. Lee et al. (2015) assumed that the global metallicity distribution function peaks at $\text{[Fe/H]} = -0.1$, but the two populations have a mean metallicity difference of $\Delta\text{[Fe/H]}_{G2-G1} = 0.2$ and ages of 12 Gyr for G1 and 10 Gyr for G2. In addition to this classical spheroid component, they included a bar population similar to G1, but with an age of 10 Gyr and a narrow metallicity distribution peaked at $\text{[Fe/H]} = +0.15$, with $\sigma_{\text{[Fe/H]}} = 0.1$. They adopted a population ratio between the bar and the CB components of 2:1 at low latitudes, comparable to a population ratio at Galactic latitude strips at $|b| < 5^\circ$, and fully dominated by the CB component at higher latitudes. Lee et al. (2015) did not explicitly state what they refer to as low and high latitudes, therefore we assumed for our analysis three Galactic latitude strips at $b = -3.0^\circ$, $-5.5^\circ$, and $-8.5^\circ$.

With this scenario, Lee et al. (2015) claimed to be able to reproduce all the key observations of the bulge. They found a magnitude difference of 0.5 mag between the faint and bright RC, with negligible differences in colour. The double RC would not be detected in the metal-poor stars since the metallicity is required to be $\text{[Fe/H]} > -0.4$ for the super-helium-rich G2 to form and remain in the bRC. The latitude-longitude dependency of the double RC is then explained by the different contributions of the CB and a bar component with a suitable position angle (cf. their Fig. 4). The RC of the bar population would be suitably placed between the faint and bright RC of the CB component. Thus, since the bar population would become less dominant at increasing $|b|$ and vanish at high latitudes, the double RC would become more prominent and the magnitude difference between the RC and bRC would increase with increasing latitude $|b|$. On the other hand, at intermediate latitudes ($|b| = 5.5^\circ$), the effect of the bar position angle would cause the bulge RC to overlap with one of the two RCs of the spheroid, so that the other, largely outnumbered, would not be detected. At positive longitude the bar is closer, hence its RC would overlap with the spheroid bRC, and vice versa at negative longitudes.

4. Testing the scenario with the observed double red clump of the bulge

In principle, P1 can be satisfied within the MCB scenario of Lee et al. (2015) by placing a population dominated by the bar in these inner regions. P4 can also be satisfied based on the negligible photometric bandpass dependency of the RC magnitude of G1 and G2 (S. Cassisi, priv. comm.). We note, however, that the mean magnitude changes of the single RC, induced by the bar position angle, should remain the same at all latitudes. The upper panels of Fig. 2 show that the single RC observed at low latitudes has a mean magnitude variation of $\Delta K_s = \pm 0.2$ when moving from $l = +2^\circ$ to $l = -2^\circ$. According to Lee et al. (2015), the bulge should be dominated by the bar at these latitudes, therefore this is the maximum possible variation of the bar RC that is due to the bar position angle. At higher $|b|$, the magnitude variation of the bar RC invoked to erase the signature of the double RC should not exceed 0.2 mag. Furthermore, at higher latitudes ($|b| = 8.5^\circ$), no variations should be observed between the RC magnitude distribution at positive and negative longitudes, as this is where the effect of the bar would be negligible, and we would only see the MCB. In contrast, it is not possible to explain the RC magnitude variations observed at $b = -5.5^\circ$ as due to the bar RC shifts seen at $b = -3.0^\circ$. The observed changes in the RC distributions become even more dramatic at $b = -8.5^\circ$. Here, not only is the separation between the iRC and bRC already 0.7 mag at $l = 0^\circ$, as expected from P2, but the bRC at $l = +2^\circ$ also becomes even more dominant with respect to the iRC, although no bar should be present here in the scenario of Lee et al. (2015). A Galactic latitude of $b = -8.5^\circ$ corresponds to a height of $\sim 1.2$ kpc from the plane for a population located at 8 kpc from the Sun. Certainly, for the bar population to be present at such large heights from the plane, a buckling instability process would be required. Similarly, the fact that the iRC (bRC) becomes less populated with increasing (decreasing) longitude, to the point where only one of the RCs is visible as described in P3 (Fig. 1), firmly argues against the
MCB scenario. The only way to explain P3 within the scenario of Lee et al. (2015) would be to impose a rather unrealistic spatial distribution for populations G1 and G2 where only one of them is present at each side of the MCB. On the other hand, the B/P nature of the bulge is able to naturally explain the observed changes in the RC seen in Figs. 1 and 2. To judge the plausibility of such a scenario, it is important to emphasize that the double RC was discovered and later mapped by Saito et al. (2011) using 2MASS photometry. As a result of the high incompleteness of 2MASS in the innermost regions ($|b| < 3^\circ$), early studies did not properly normalize the star counts in the inner and outer bulge. Because of this, the first (qualitative) estimates of the density contrast of the X-shape were overestimated. When VVV photometry became available, Wegg & Gerhard (2013) performed a 3D reconstruction of the shape of the whole bulge, using a correct density normalization. From their results it was clear that the contrast of the X-shaped structure in the outer bulge is very similar to that of external galaxies with B/P bulges, of which several examples are available in the nearby universe (Laurikainen & Salo 2016). In fact, bars seen edge-on have a boxy shape, and most of them also have a peanut shape, which is due to the natural instability of bars that produces some bending and buckling of the bar. It is then important to realize that the X-shape claimed to be present in the Milky Way is not a particularly exotic hypothesis, but a rather common feature in barred galaxies.

To support the latter statement, we compare here the observed RC magnitude distributions with the output of a B/P bulge simulation from Ness et al. (2014). We note that we did not fine-tune the simulation, which was not specifically made to reproduce the Milky Way properties. We use it here only because it has a pure B/P bulge and thus its line-of-sight distance distributions provide the ideal test for interpreting the RC observations. We scaled the model size to be comparable to the B/P of the Milky Way using a factor of 1.2 as described in Ness et al. (2014). We transformed the coordinates of the model to place the Sun at 8 kpc from the centre of the galaxy and the bar to have a position angle of 27° with respect to the Sun–Galactic centre line-of-sight (Rattenbury et al. 2007; Wegg & Gerhard 2013). We converted the line-of-sight distance to every star particle of the model to an observed magnitude by adopting an absolute magnitude for the RC of $M(K_s) = -1.55$ mag (Gonzalez et al. 2011). The magnitude distribution of stars towards each line of sight was then convolved with a Gaussian FWHM of 0.21 mag to account for the observational effects of the bulge RC population (Gerhard & Martinez-Valpuesta 2012). The resulting simulated RC magnitudes for $b = -8.5^\circ$ are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2. The B/P model nicely reproduces the double RC shape and variations seen at higher latitudes. The fact that these magnitude distributions were constructed directly from their spatial distribution confirms that the RC magnitude closely follows the shape of the Milky Way bulge structure. The resemblance with the observed distribution at $b = -8.5^\circ$ certainly confirms the B/P bulge origin for the double RC.

5. Concluding remarks

We have provided a list of the observational properties of the double RC of the Milky Way bulge that must be satisfied when attempting to interpret its origin. We showed that these basic properties disagree with the scenario proposed by Lee et al. (2015), where the double RC originates from a MCB with two generations of stars each of them with a different helium enrichment, but instead they are a natural consequence of the B/P shape of the Milky Way bulge. The main reasons that support our conclusion is that a B/P bulge, which is very common in external galaxies, is able to consistently explain the presence (and absence) of a double RC where it is actually observed without fine-tuning any parameters. The bar orientation angle that best reproduces the observations (27° according to Wegg & Gerhard 2013) is fully compatible with previous measurements (e.g. Rattenbury et al. 2007). In contrast, the work of Lee et al. (2015) is based on the search for a mechanism able to produce a double RC everywhere in the Galactic bulge. This obviously needs another, specifically tailored mechanism to erase the double RC everywhere except in a narrow range of longitudes in the outer bulge. Such a task requires fine-tuning both the iron and helium distribution of G1 and G2 and of a suitable bar orientation angle and density distribution. Yet, as we have demonstrated, it still cannot explain the disappearance of the double RC away from the minor axis (in longitude) in the outer bulge. Instead, we showed that the line-of-sight distance distribution of a simulated galaxy with a B/P bulge naturally follows the observed RC magnitude distribution of the Milky Way bulge at high distances from the plane.

We do consider that including stellar population variations such as were presented in Lee et al. (2015) are important to determine the precision of the RC as a distance indicator. The effect of stellar populations is currently considered to be minimal in morphological studies of the Milky Way bulge. Providing a set of corrections can help improving our current map of the B/P bulge structure of the Milky Way even further.
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